We present our searches for the tubular bound states of a D2-brane with m D0-branes and n fundamental strings in the NS5-brane, Dp-brane or macroscopic strings background by solving the Dirac-Born-Infeld equation. The geometry of tubular configurations we considered are taken to be parallel to the background branes or macroscopic strings. The n fundamental strings therein may be the circular strings F c or the straight strings F s , which are along the cross section or the axis of the tube respectively. We show that the stable tubular bound states of (nF s , mD0, D2) which are prevented form collapse by the angular momentum, as original found in flat space, could be formed in the NS5-brane, D6-brane and macroscopic strings background. However, they becomes unstable in the D2-brane and D4-brane background. We also show that there are stable tubular bound states of (nF c , mD0, D2) and (mD0, D2), which are prevented form collapse by the gravitational forces in the backgrounds of D6-brane. We discuss the properties of these tubular solutions and see that only that in the macroscopic strings background is a supersymmetric BPS configuration.
Introduction
A bunch of straight strings with D0-brane can be blown-up to a supersymmetric tubular D2-brane which is supported against collapse by the angular momentum generated by the Born-Infeld (BI) electric and magnetic fields [1] [2] . The energy of the tube is typical of 1/4 supersymmetric configurations, and a calculation confirms that the D2-brane configuration just describes preserves 1/4 supersymmetry, hence the name 'supertube'. Besides their intrinsic interest, supertubes are beginning to play an important role in black hole physics [3] . For example, the quantum states of the supertube counted by directly quantizing the linearized Born-Infeld action near the round tube or the geometrically allowed microstates with fixed conserved charges are shown to be in one-to-one correspondence with some black holes.
In previous papers [4, 5] we have shown that a bunch of circular fundamental strings with D0-brane could be bound with D2-brane to form a stable tubular configuration which is prevented from collapsing by the magnetic force in the Melvin background or the forces in the curved D6-brane background.
Recently there are interesting in investigating the dynamics of D-brane in the nontrivial background [6] [7] [8] . In [6] Kutasov found that the dynamics of the radial mode of the BPS D-brane in the background of NS5-brane resembles the tachyon rolling dynamics of unstable D-brane. It was shown that the radion effective action takes exactly the same functional form as the tachyon effective action for unstable D-brane. Therefore we can view the radion rolling dynamics as a sort of "geometrical" realization of tachyon rolling dynamics on unstable Dbrane [9] . The interesting property stimulates many authors to study the subject in [7, 8] . In [10] Panigrahi found that the effective field theory description of the dynamics of the BPS Dp-brane in the background of N Dk-brane can be still mapped to the tachyon like effective action for unstable Dp-brane. In [11] Burgess et. al. investigated the properties of a probe Dp ′ -brane in the Dp-brane background. In [12] Bak et. al. studied the dynamics of (p,q) string near macroscopic fundamental strings.
In this paper we will extend the analysis performed in [5] to find the all possible tubular bound states of a D2-brane with m D0-branes and n fundamental strings in the nontrivial backgrounds of NS5-brane, Dp-brane or macroscopic strings by solving the Dirac-Born-Infeld equation. The geometry of tubular configurations we considered are taken to be parallel to the background branes or macroscopic strings. The n fundamental strings therein may be the circular strings F c or the straight strings F s , which are along the cross section or the axis of the tube respectively. When the n fundamental strings are along the cross, the circular Fstrings are fusing inside the D2 worldsheet by converting itself into homogenous electric flux.
As the direct along the electric field is a circle with radius R the open strings now stretch around the circle and the two ends join to each other with a finite probability [13] [14] [15] . In this case the stable tube is supported against collapse by the forces in the background. On the other hand, when the fundamental strings (and thus the BI electric fields) are chosen to be along the axis of the tube then the stable tube is supported against collapse by the angular momentum generated by the Born-Infeld (BI) electric and magnetic fields, as that in [1] [2] .
In section II we describe the Dirac-Born-Infeld action and set up our algorithm of finding the tube solution. In section III we search the tube in NS5-brane background [16] . We show that there are tubular bound states of (nF s , mD0, D2) with finite radius. However, the tubular bound states of (nF c , mD0, D2) are unstable and will collapse into zero radius.
In section IV we search the tube in Dp-brane background [17] . We show that the possible stable tubes are the bound states of (mD0, D2), (nF c , mD0, D2), and (nF s , mD0, D2) which are in the D6-brane background. Especially, we also show that when a BPS (nF s , mD0, D2)-tubes, which is supported against collapse by the angular momentum in flat space, is put into the D2-brane or D4-brane curved background, it will become metastable or unstable.
We give an argument to explain is property.
In section V we search the tube in the macroscopic strings background [18] . We show that only the consititues nF s , mD0 with D2 could be formed as a stable tubular bound state and there does not exist stable (nF c , mD0, D2)-tube.
Our results show that only in the macroscopic strings backgrounds could the stable tubular solution of (nF s , mD0, D2) is a supersymmetric BPS state. The supersymmetry of the supertubes will be broken if they are put in the D6 or NS5 background. We make a conclusion in the last section.
Dirac-Born-Infeld Action in Curved Background
For convenience, we will use the units of string length and string coupling l s = g s = 1. The Dirac-Born-Infeld Lagrangian used to describe the tubular bound state of n fundamental strings, m D0 and a D2 is written as [1] 
where g is the induced worldvolume 3-metric, F is the BI 2-form field strength, B N S is the NS-NS two form potential, φ is the dilaton field and C (s) is the s-form RR potential.
denotes the pullback of the spacetime tensor C (s) to the brane worldvolume. Substituting the metric of the background and the relevant fields into (2.1) we can find the Lagrangian of a static tube with finite radius R.
To proceed we shall first describe the geometry of tubular configuration. The tube we considered are taken to be parallel to the background branes or macroscopic strings.
Denoting the coordinate (t, z, x, ...) as that of the worldvolume of the background branes or macroscopic strings then, as described in figure 1 , the tube along the z axis will share two common coordinate (t, z) with the background matters.
t,z,x,... R Fig.1 . The coordinate (t, z, x, ..) is that of the background branes or macroscopic strings and the coordinate (t, z, θ) is that of the tube. They have only two common coordinates (t, z).
We will allow a time-independent electric field E and magnetic field B such that the BI 2-form field strength is [1]
if string is straight along the axis of the tube, (2.2a) 3) and the corresponding Hamiltonian density of the tube is
For an appropriate choice of units, the integrals 5) are, respectively, the conserved D0-brane charge and IIA string charge per unit length carried by the tube [1] . For the system with fixed charges we can therefore analyze the energy density relation (2.4) to see whether there is the stable tubular solution with finite radius.
We will in the following section use the above method to find the tube solutions in the various backgrounds.
Tube in NS5-brane Background
It is known that at weak string coupling NS5-branes are much heavier than D-branes -their tension goes like 1/g 2 s , while that of D-branes goes like 1/g s . To study the dynamics of a tube in the background of fivebranes, we can therefore take the fivebranes to be static and study the motion of the tubular D2-brane under their gravitational potential. The background fields around N NS5-brane are given by the CHS solution [16] . The metric, dilaton and NS-NS B N S field are
Here h N S (x n ) is the harmonic function describing N fivebranes, and H mnp is the field strength of the NS-NS B N S field. For the case of coincident fivebranes one has 2) where r = | x| is the radial coordinate away from the fivebranes in the transverse space labeled by (x 6 , · · · , x 9 ).
Using the above metric and fields we will find the tube solutions in NS5-brane background by solving the associated DBI equation.
(nF s , mD0, D2)-tube in NS5-brane Background
The Lagrangian and corresponding Hamiltonian density of the static (nF s , mD0, D2)-tube with radius R is
3) 4) respectively, in which h N S is defined by (3.2) with r → R.
From (3.4) we have a simple relation
The solution of H ′ (R c ) = 0 found from the above equation represents a tube solution whose radius and energy density are 6) respectively. Thus, if the condition
is satisfied then we have a stable tube solution with finite radius. Note that from (3.5) we know that
Thus (3.6) is indeed a stable tube solution with minimum energy density. In figure 2 we plot the radius-dependence energy density (3.4) to see the property of the tube solution. Figure 2 shows that the energy density at R = 0 for a supertube in an NS5-brane background is finite, as opposed to the case in flat space, in which it diverges. This is because that the radius of the sphere transverse to the NS5-brane becomes constant in the near-horizon limit,
i.e. for R → 0. This makes the 'centrifugal' energy finite in this limit.
The tube radius obtained in (3.6) reveals two interesting physical properties.
• First, the inequality (3.10) in which R f lat c is the tube radius in the flat space [1] , tells us that the gravitational force in the background of NS5-brane will attract the tube configuration toward the z axis and thus its radius will be smaller than that in the flat space.
• Second, to guarantee the reality of R c there must have sufficient number of nF s and mD0, (for example Π 2 > N) to generate a sufficient angular momentum to support the tube against collapse in the curved NS5-brane background.
(nF c , mD0, D2)-tube in NS5-brane Background
The Lagrangian and corresponding Hamiltonian density of the static (nF c , mD0, D2)-tube with radius R is 12) respectively, in which h N S is defined by (3.2) with r → R. The energy density is an increasing functions of R and we can therefore conclude that there does not exist (nF c , mD0, D2)-tube in NS5-brane background.
Note that the classical tubular D2-D0-F1 bound states in NS5 background, which are extending transversely to NS5-branes have been found in [19] .
Tube in Dp-brane Background
The metric, the dilaton (φ) and the RR field (C) for a system of N coincident Dp-brane are given by
1) 2) where h p is the harmonic function of N Dp-brane satisfying the Green function equation in the transverse space [17] .
To proceed, we shall discuss the effects of the RR potential on the tube configuration.
1. In our model we have a relation
Therefore, although the D2-brane background may provide a 3-form RR potential to give a nonzero contribution to the action, however, as described in figure 1 , the coordinate (t, z, x, ..), which is that of the Dp-brane background, and (t, z, θ), which is that of the tube, have only two common coordinate (t, z). Thus the pullback of the form C (3) is always zero. This shows a fact that the RR potential of the D2-brane background does not affect the tube configuration in our model.
2. The Dp-branes are charged electrically and magnetically under RR field strengths.
The respective field strengths are 4) and 5) in which g (8−p) is the metric of the unit (8−p)-sphere transverse to the Dp-brane, coordinates θ 1 , ..., θ 8−p are the spherical coordinates parameterizing the sphere and R s is the radius of the sphere. Therefore, in the D6-brane background there is a one-form A (1) θ which will combine with two-form BI field strength F t,z to contribute the action, i.e. the second term in (4.3).
From (2.2) we see that the BI field strength on (nF s , mD0, D2)-tubes has F t,z compoment, therefore the tube will feel this RR force under D6-brane background. On the other hands, the (nF c , mD0, D2)-tubes does not feel RR force.
3. From (4.5) we see that in D6-brane background there is a RR field strength F θ 1 ,θ 2 = R s sinθ 1 . In a gauge in which the potential has only an A θ 2 = R s cosθ 1 component we can choose the angular θ 2 to be one of the tube coordinate θ (see figure 1) . In this case the value of R s cosθ 1 will be equal to the tube radius R and second term in (4.3) becomes
4. As the tube we considered will along z axis of the Dp-brane, as described in figure 1 , the possible values of p are 2, 4, and 6. These are the Dp-brane backgrounds to be considered below.
Using the above formula and after the calculations we have the following results:
(1) (nF s , mD0, D2)-tube:
(2) (nF c , mD0, D2)-tube:
In the following subsections we will use the above formulas to find the all possible values of p which allow the stable configurations of (nF i , mD0, D2)-tube, in which F i = F s or F c .
(mD0, D2)-tube solution in Dp-brane Background
We search in this subsection some simple tube solutions with n and/or m = 0.
Using (4.7) and (4.9) we have the relations:
(4.10)
(4.12)
The above energy densities are all the increasing functions of R and therefore we conclude that there is no stable (D2)-tube, (F s , D2)-tube nor (F c , D2)-tube on any Dp-brane background.
We now turn to search the tube constructed by mD0 and D2. Using (4.7) or (4.9) we have the relations:
The energy densities in the cases of p=2 and p=4 are the increasing functions of R and thus there is no stable (mD0, D2)-tube in D2-or D4-brane background.
On the other hand, in the case of p = 6 the energy density H → ∞ as R → 0 or ∞.
This implies that there has a stable tube with a finite radius. Thus we conclude that the (mD0, D2)-tube can be stabilized by the forces from the background of D6 when the tube is parallel to the space of D6 background. The tube radius calculated from (4.13) is
(4.14)
When N ≪ 1 or N ≫ 1 we have a simple relation
In figure 3 we plot the N-dependence of the tube radius R c . We see that if N = 0 then there is no stable tube with finite radius, as is consistent with (4.15a). However, if we turn on the fields of background D6-brane then the forces therein could support the (mD0, D2)-tube from collapse into zero radius. Figure 3 shows that the tube radius is an increasing function of N, the number of the D6-brane on the background geometry, as is consistent with (4.15) . This means that the background with larger value of N, which represents that there is the larger number of the D6-brane on the background geometry, will give a larger force to support the tube from collapse into zero radius. Thus the radius of the tube will be getting larger. This property clearly show that the (mD0, D2)-tube is stabilized by the forces from the D6-brane background. Note that in the case of N ≫ 1 the background of N D6-branes could be regarded as a static geometry and we can study the motion of the tubular D2-brane under the D6-brane potential.
(nF c , mD0, D2)-tube in Dp-brane Background
In this subsection we search the tube of the bound state of nF c , mD0 with D2. In this case the tube is denoted by (nF c , mD0, D2)-tube. Using (4.9) we have the relations:
( 4.16) As same as the discussions below of (4.13) the above equation implies that only in D6-brane background could we find a stable (nF c , mD0, D2)-tube with finite radius. The function form of tube radius is to be complex to be cited. However, when N ≪ 1 or N ≫ 1 we have a simple relation
The property of this tube solution is same as that of (4.13) and we conclude that the (nF c , mD0 , D2)-tube can be stabilized by the forces in the background of D6 when the tube is parallel to the space of D6 background.
(nF s , mD0, D2)-tube in Dp-brane Background
In this subsection we will search the stable tubes of the bound states of nF s , mD0 with D2.
Note that, at first sight, the angular momentum of these tubes, which is generated by the Born-Infeld (BI) electric and magnetic fields (i.e. nF s and mD0, as that in [1] ), may support the tubes against collapse in Dp-brane background. However we will see that it is not the case.
Using (4.7) we have the relation: 4.18) As same as the discussions below of (4.13) the above equation implies that only in the D6-brane background could we find a stable (nF s , mD0, D2)-tube with finite radius. To clearly see the unstabilization of (nF s , mD0, D2)-tube by the background D2-or D4-brane we plot in figure 4 the radius dependence of the energy density of (4.18). respectively. In the solid line, there is a finite radius at which the energy density becomes a local minimum.
From figure 4 we clearly see that increasing N from zero to a finite value will shift the tube energy density from a global minimum (dot line in figure 4 ) to a local minimum (solid line in figure 4 ). Thus the original supertube will now become a metastable configuration.
Once increasing N to a large value the the energy density H becomes an increasing function of radius R (dash line in figure 4 ) and thus the metastable state disappears eventually. These properties also appear in the case of p=4.
We make the following comments to conclude this section 1. In section 4.1 we have found that there is classically stable D2/D0 bound state in the D6 background. This is because that the D6-branes' force on the D0-branes of the tube is repulsive (hence the divergence of the energy as R goes to zero), whereas the tension of the tubular D2-brane provides a contracting force (hence the divergence of the energy as R goes to infinity). The (mD0, D2)-tube solution with finite radius could therefore be formed in the D6-brane background.
2. The absence of stable supertubes in the D2 and D4 backgrounds is associated to the rate at which the radii of spheres transverse to the D2-and D4-branes decrease as R → 0.
The metric, the dilaton (φ) and the NS-NS B N S field for a system of N coincident macroscopic fundamental strings are given by
where r denotes spatial coordinates transverse to the macroscopic string, r ≡ x m x m , and the harmonic function h f (r) solving the transverse Laplace equation is [18] 
Using the above metric and fields we will in below find the tube solutions in macroscopic strings background by solving the associated DBI equation.
(nF s , mD0, D2)-tube in Macroscopic Strings Background
The Lagrangian of the static (nF s , mD0, D2)-tube with radius R is
The displacement field is given by 4) in which h f is defined by (5.2) with r → R. The corresponding Hamiltonian density is
Using (5.4) we can form the relation H ′ (R c ) = 0 find the following stable tube solutions.
The first solution has a finite radius and its energy form is nothing but the BPS conditions for 1/4-supersymmetric supertubes ought to obey. In [12] Bak et. al. had found this solution and shown that this is indeed a supersymmetric tube. In fact, the existence of supersymmetric (hence stable) supertubes in the F-string background was already shown in full detail in [1] . Supersymmetry follows from the fact that the supercharges preserved by the supertube are the same as those of an F1/D0 system.
In this paper, however, we have seen that the trivial solution with R c = 0 has the same energy density as that of supertube. For clear, in figure 5 we plot the radius-dependence energy density (5.5) to see the relation between the two solutions. Figure 5 shows that there are two ground states which could be formed once the constitutes nF s , mD0 and D2 are put into the macroscopic strings background. Thus, to find a tube with finite radius one shall initially put the constitutes outside the radius R c or larger then that is peak in figure 5 . Otherwise, the constitutes will be attracted toward the background macroscopic strings which are sitting at R = 0, and become a trivial bound state. However, as the potential barrier is a finite value the trivial bound state and non-trivial tubular bound state may be tunneling to each other quantum-mechanically.
As the tube solution found in the other backgrounds, including the flat space, has a unique state of lowest energy the property shown in figure 5 is very special. We belive that the property is the consequence of the distinguishing features of the macroscopic strings background in which as one zooms into near horizon, r → 0, both the string coupling e φ(r) and the NS-NS B N S field decrease monotonically. However, it still remains to be clarified.
(nF c , mD0, D2)-tube in Macroscopic Strings Background
Before searching the (nF c , mD0, D2)-tube in macroscopic strings background there is an important issus shall be mentioned first. 
The momenta conjugate to E z and E θ are 9) respectively. We now set Π z = 0, i.e. letting E z = 1 − h −1 f , then there will have no F-string along z axis. In this case, the circular F-strings which are along the cross section of the tube are fusing inside the D-brane worldsheet by converting itself into homogenous electric flux E θ and Π corresponds to the charges of the circular F-strings. The energy density becomes
As the energy density is an increasing functions of R we thus conclude that there is no stable (nF c , mD0, D2)-tube in macroscopic strings background.
Conclusion
The supertubes first found in [1] are the bunch of strings with D0-brane which are blown-up to a tubular D2-brane. They are supported against collapse by the angular momentum.
In paper [4, 5] we have shown that a bunch of circular fundamental strings with D0-brane could be bound with D2-brane to form a stable tubular configuration which is prevented from collapsing by the magnetic force in the Melvin background or the forces in the curved D6-brane background.
In this paper we extend the analysis performed in [5] to find the all possible tubular bound states of a D2-brane with m D0-branes and n fundamental strings in the nontrivial backgrounds of NS5-brane, Dp-brane or macroscopic strings by solving the Dirac-Born-Infeld equation. The geometry of tubular configurations we considered are taken to be parallel to the background branes or macroscopic strings. The n fundamental strings therein may be the circular strings F c or the straight strings F s , which are along the cross section or the axis of the tube respectively.
We show that there could have only the stable tubular bound state (nF s , mD0, D2) in the NS5-brane. We explicitly see that the forces in the background of NS5-brane will attract the tube configuration toward the z axis and thus its radius will be smaller than that in the flat space.
We also show that the forces in the Dp-brane curved background may support some tubular configurations of n fundamental strings, m D0, and D2 bound state form collapse.
Through the detailed analyses we have found that the possible stable tubes are the (mD0, D2)-tube, (nF c , mD0, D2)-tube and (nF s , mD0, D2)-tube which are in the D6-brane background. We have also seen that, however, when a supersymmetric (nF s , mD0, D2)-tube, which is supported against collapse by the angular momentum, is put into the D2-brane or D4-brane background, then the force coming from the background will make it unstable and render it collapse into the axis where the background branes is lying on.
We have also shown that there could have only the stable tubular bound state (nF s , mD0, D2) in the macroscopic strings background. In this case the trivial bound state of R = 0 has the same energy as that with finite radius. As the potential barrier between them is a finite value the trivial bound state and non-trivial tubular bound state may be tunneling to each other quantum-mechanically. We explain this special property as the consequence of the distinguishing features of the macroscopic strings background in which as one zooms into near horizon, r → 0, both the string coupling e φ(r) and the NS-NS B N S field decrease monotonically.
Finally, among these tubular solutions we see that only that in the macroscopic strings background is a supersymmetric BPS configuration. The supersymmetry of the supertubes will be broken if they are put in the D6 or NS5 background.
